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Abstract
Ion beams are transferred from the AGS into RHIC in

boxcar fashion as single bunches. The nominal design
assumes 60 bunches per ring but increasing the number of
bunches to gain luminosity is possible, thereby requiring
iujectioti kickers with a shorter rise time. The original
injection system consists of traveling-wave dielectric
loaded kicker ma~ets and a Blumlein pulser with a rise
time adequate for the present operation. Voltage
breakdown in the dielectric kickers suggested the use of
all-ferrite magnets. In order to minimize the conversion
cost, the design of. the all-ferrite. kicker uses the same
components as the dielectric loaded units. The all-ferrite
kickers showed in bench measured good breakdown
properties and a current rise time of <50 ns. A prototype
kicker has been installed in the blue ring and was tested
with beam. Beam measurements indicate suitability of all-
ferrite kicker magnets for upgraded operation.

1 RATIONALE

In the quest for higher luminosity, increasing the
number of bunches is one of the simpler steps to take. The
only limit is set by the need to avoid spurious collisions,
which for zero angle collisions iu RHIC allows nominally
120 bunches. Beam transfer from the AGS to RHIC is
performed in box-car fashion, For the present operation,
bunches .meated in the AGS are transferred individually in
order to form a 60-bunch pattern to yield collisions at the
six interaction points. The revolution frequency in RHIC
is 78.196 kHz and the rf harmonic of the acceleration
system is 360, so that every sixth bucket can be filled. The
bunch spacing is213 ns and the bunch length at transfer is
-20 ns, thus requiring an injection kicker rise time of 190
ns, well within the capabilities of the original system [1].
Doubling the number of bunches will require injection
kickers with rise time improved to 85 ns.

The RHIC injection system consists of traveling wave
kicker magnets and a Blumlein pulser. The kicker is
constructed as a “C” cross section magnet in which ferrite
and high-permittivity dielectric sections alternate [2]. The
dielectric blocks provide the capacity necessary for the
nominally 25 Q characteristic impedance of the traveling
wave structure. Matched operation of the kicker requires
-38 k~ a value which was exceeded in the laboratory but
could not be reliably maintained over million of pulses.
Long-term operation without breakdown was achieved by
mismatched operation with a 16 $.2termination thereby
reducing the voltage to 30.5 kV. However, this is
accompanied by an increase in the rise by -50 ns due to
the doubled current filling time.
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Voltage breakdown of the kicker typically occurred at
the corners of the dielectric blocks, presumably as a result
of significant field enhancements. Elimination of the
dielectric blocks, thereby minimizing breakdown,
provided the initial impetus for studying all-ferrite
magnets. However, in order to minimize the conversion
costs, their design had to retain the use of all original
components.

Replacing the dielectric blocks with ferrite, but
maintaining the overall geometry and in particular the
metal frame has the consequence of only changing the
characteristic impedance of the magnet from25 to --50 Q
and decreasing the falling time to -25 ns, resulting in an
overall reduction of the kicker rise time.

The all-ferrite kicker must still be considered a traveling
wave structure rather than a lumped unit. Thus the kickers
will be operated mismatched, and reflections resulting
potentially in after-pulse area concern. In the 2001 run of
RHIC, the all-ferrite kickers were terminated with 16 Cl.
The first after pulse falls into the abort gap of -1 us
created by omission of four bunches. Subsequent pukes
are expected to be below the tolerance level or to arrive
between bunches.

2 MAGNET F~RICATION

The injection kicker is constructed in two fictional
components, the core and the frame, The core represents
and determines the magnet properties and the frame
supports the magnet and provides the connection to the
terminating resistor and the pulsed power supply, This
concept was chosen to allow rapid replacement of
damaged cores. During the six month run in 2000,
replacement of one magnet was required - interrupting the
operation for only a few hours.

Figure 1: Isometric view. of all-ftite core
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Figure 2: Ferrite blocks of injection kicker (dimensions in cm)

An isometric view of the all-ferrite core but without the
buss bar is shown in Fig, 1. The core cross section and
the dimensions of the ferrite blocks are shown in Fig. 2.
The magnet core is a structure of ferrite blocks and buss
bar, solidly held together with epoxy. The CMD5005
ferrite blocks are produced by the vendor, Ceramic
Magnetics, to 50 -pm accuracy. Prior to their
incorporation into the core, the top ferrite blocks are high
voltage tested for2 ms to 50 kV and the side blocks to 40
klt The blocks are Al,O, bead blasted to roughen the
surface for better epoxy adhesion and cleaned with
ethanol and Zero-Tri. The sides of the blocks are primed
with Conap-Primer ADl 147 and baked to 70”C for 30
mm. When ready for assembly, a 0.1 mm thick iridium
layer is attached with 3M Repositionable Adhesive 75 on
the surface which will contact the buss bar. Proper spacing
of blocks is achieved by -lmm thiclq 2 mm 0, insulating
spacers, which are attached with a minimal amount of
LsWite 454 Superglue,

The blocks are assembled together with the bus bar in a
fixture and impregnated with epoxy. The high voltage
capabilities depend completely on full contact between
epoxy and ferrite surface and greatest care during the
preparatory stages is mandatory. To assure separation of
core and core-casting fixture, the latter is prepared by
covering it with a thin layer of beeswax at 75”C. The core
is formed with the epoxy, Conap RN-1OOOand a EA-87
hardener in a 100:37 ratio by weight. The thoroughly
mixed epoxy is slowly transferred into the fixture under
vacuum, better than 1 Torr, to avoid the formation of
bubbles. After allowing the escape of gases formed
during the solidification of epoxy, the fixture is
pressurized and remains at 10 psig, typically till the next
day.

SUK&ceepoxy and other irregukwities are ground off
using diamond wheels on a flat milling machine. Prior to
the final assembly of the core into the frame, a Q.1 mm
thick iridium Iayer is put on the top of the core. Good
contact with the ii-ame in order to avoid gaps and local
field enhancements is achieved by assembly under

mechanical pressure and voids are filled with Dow-
Corning Sylgard Silicone elastomer 184 mixed with
hardener in a 10:1 ratio.

3 EILECTR.WA.L MEASUREMENTS

Before the injection kickers are sent to the rings, each
unit is tested in a stand fully equivalent to the operational
conditions. The dielectric loaded kickers were terminated
with 16 Q! for reasons discussed above, and have. been
subject to --100,000 pukes at 35 kV. The current in the
load resistor is monitored with a transformer (Fig. 3).

i k 750,0 mu

Figure 3: Current in the load of a dielectric kicker
(30 kV into160, scale 200AN).

The current rise time of the dielectric loaded kicker
would satisfy the 85 ns requirement, but the added delay
due to the -50 ns filling time prevents its use for the
Wure upgraded hnninosity operation.

The current’ puke in the terminating resistor of the all-
ferrite magnet is shown in Fig. 4. The magnet is
terminated with 16 !2 and ready for installation in the
ring. One sees that the current rise time <50 ns and
essentially the same as in the dielectic kicker, so that an
improvement in the kick rise time must come from the
reduced filkg time.



Figure 4 Curreat in the all-ferrite magnet
(32 kV and 16f2)
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Figure 5: Current in the all-ferrite magnet
(3.2kVand 16.S2}

The current pulse in the termk@ion nf the all-fbrrite
magnet is shown with expanded time scale in Fig. 5. One
observes the first after-pulse which falls into the abort gap
and a small second ptdstx The second pdw WI b

erminatiug the magnet with 2S Q at thezeduced by t
expense ofrncremed v@age to 38 kV, as seen in Fig.6.
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Figure 6: AU-faite magnet with 25 S2load @ 38 kV

4 BEAM BASED MEASUREMENTS

The kicker rise time and flattop were measured with
beam for both the dielectric loaded and the all-fen-ite
kickers. h RHIC four modules are operated in each
ring. For the measurement beam was injected and the
kicker timing was shifted.

The fiat top (x m Figs. 7 and 8) was obtained by
shifting the kicker timing and observing the beam
10(diOll at a dowmtmam vertical position monitor.
Note thttt due to the beam leng@ the flat top in this
measurement is different ilwm the flat top in the current
measurement. To find the location of the risrng edge
(@inFigs), beam was injected using a vertical corrector
instead of the kicker. The kicker timing was then moved
U@ an &feet on the beam became visible
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Figure 7: Besmbasedrise time sndfla.ttop
measurement aftk dielectric loaded kickers.

In Fig. ? the diekmic haled kicker Imasufemmt is
shown. Fig. 8 gives the corresponding results for the
Mue ring with one all-ferrite kicker.

Figure % Beam based rise time measurement afthe
blue ring with one all-ferrite kicker magnet.
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Figure 4. Readout chain for the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter. Preamplifier with range selection (Floating Point Preamplifier - FPPA) and
analog-to-digital converter are located at the detector (PbWOd crystals with avalanche photodiode readout). There is 1 fiber per crystal for data
transmission from the detector. Digital pipelines are in the counting room.
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Figure 5. PbWOd/APD signal before and after shaping. Sampling points
every 25 ns are indicated.
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Figure 6. Circuit topology of the CMS EC!ALfloating point preamplifier.
Four samples at different gains are stored every 25 ns. The sample
with the highest gain below saturation is selected and fed to the ADC
via a multiplexer, resulting in a waveform as in Fig. 7.

capacitance of interconnections and APDs optimized with

respect to the crystal and the sensitivity to shower particles
is -200 pF. The noise in an ideal case is determined by
transistors QI and Qz and by R1. The signal at the output of
the analog multiplexer, composed of analog samples with
different gains, is shown in Fig. 7.

The FPPA has been fabricated in bipolar technology and
functional tests have been satisfactory, but one more run
is in process to satisfy the noise requirements.

Power dissipation per channel is expected to be -1.4
watts, resulting in about 100 kwatt at the detector.
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Figure 7. Waveform at the output of the analog multiplexer of CMS
ECAL floating point preamplifier (FPPA). It consists of consecutive
samples every 25 ns, each sample taken from one of the four amplifiers
which provides the best precision for a given signal amplitude (a short
transient is superposed as boundaries between different gains are
crossed; sample magnitudes are measured at points in between the
transients).
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Figure 8. Block diagram of the CMS hadron tile calorimeter readout. The front end, including analog-to-digital conversion, is based on the
pipelined multi-ranging integrator and encoder (ref. ), known as “QIE”. The encoder is based on-a multi~rangi~g current splitter and a nonlinear
flash ADC. Encoded samples are serialized and transferred from the detector by (one) optical link for every two channels.

C. Cik?SHadron Calorimeter

The photodetector for the tile calorimeter is a hybrid
photomultiplier (HPD), which can operate in the strong
magnetic field. This unique approach [2,3], illustrated by
the block diagram in Fig. 8, has been developed in an

attempt to digitize the signal very near to its source. It

combines a multi-ranging integrator and a nonlinear flash

ADC, with a response as in Fig. 9. The nonlinear 5-bit ADC

provides constant resolution of -0.9% rms in each range.
All of these functions have been incorporated in a single
ASIC, realized in a BiCMOS technology. Functional tests
of the prototype have been satisfactory. One more run
before production may be needed.

D. ATUS Liquid Argon Calorimeter

Each readout channel has three gain ranges with 12-13
bit dynamic range each and linear response. It is also the
only one of the LHC experiments using switched capacitor
arrays as analog memories. After digitization, the data are
transferred via optical links. The only communication via
(differential) copper transmission lines is for analog sums

for level 1 trigger. The power dissipation in the front-end
board is -0.7 wattslchannel for all functions. The design
of all the circuits located on the detectors in the front-end
crates, which serve as a “Faraday Cage” (Figs. 10 and 11),
has been completed. Analog parts (preamps, shapers, SCAS)

are in mass production in radiation-resistant technologies.
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of a single input transistor dominates – is required. An
example is the configuration in Fig. 15. More generaUy,

the problem is illustrated in Fig. 16. The noise value
assumed is for the best bipolar junction transistors and

advanced CMOS devices. It corresponds to an equivalent
series noise resistance of -15 ohms. Even if the intrinsic
device noise could be reduced below this value (by

increasing the device width andlor reducing the electron
transit time), lower values are difficult to realize in practice
due to additional resistances, e.g., in the base or in the
metalization in monolithic circuits. The maximum signal
at the preamplifier output is likely to be even less than s

volts, particularly as the trend to lower operating voltages
continues. This limits the dynamic range of a linear front-
end stage to about 105 (an analysis with respect to the
current gives the same result). This happens to be just

sufficient for EM calorimetry at the LHC.

IV. MAIN CONCERNS FOR LH(2 CALORIMETRY

ELECTRONICS

Cold Vessel _ – “-Warm Vessel

Figure 10. An illustration of the readout of the ATLAS liquid argon
(barrel) EM calorimeter. The crates (“Faraday Cage”) containing all
the functions outlined in the lower half of Fig. 11 are mounted direct]y
on signal feedthroughs.

The digital part has been prototype in radiation hard

technology. The emphasis in testing has been on fine
effects important for calibration and coherent noise. These
are illustrated in Figs. 12-14. Due to the uniformity and
stability of an ionization calorimetry response, an accurate
intercalibration by electronic means is practical. A small
effect on calibration (a few tenths of one percent) of the
small inductance of electrode connections is illustrated in
Fig. 12. This effect is inversely proportional to the shaping

time. Fig. 14 shows the dependence of the coherent noise
on shielding and grounding of the front-end boards in the

front-end crate. An attenuation of the EMI (from digital

operations) of -106 is required to achieve a usable dynamic
range approaching 105,

111. DYNAMIC IIANGE IN THE l?RoNT-13ND

All the readout schemes for a large dynamic range
(approaching 105) require multiple gain ranges (or multi-
ranging) prior to analog-to-digital conversion at the speed
of interest at the LHC. To achieve this dynamic range, an
input stage with sufficiently low noise – where the noise

A. Transition from R&D Mode to Production.
Mode

A number of ASICS for almost all calorimeters need “one
more iteration”. Finalizing an ASIC is a balance between
when and where to stop making incremental improvements
and the designer’s reluctance to sign off on the final design.
This has affected the construction schedules to the extent
that electronics has become a critical path item in several

calorimeter subsystems.

B. Radiation Hardness

The progress in designing circuits in radiation hard
technologies and in testing and qualifying commercial-off-
the-shelf components has been good, but this very tedious
process will also have an adverse effect on the construction
schedules. The advent of 0.25 micron CMOS technology,

and the contribution by the CERN group to the design of
standard cells, have been most valuable.

C. Low Voltage Regulators

Some readout boards require 10-20 radiation-resistant,
low voltage regulators. These are under development by
the CERN project RD49 with S. T. Microelectronics. Some
development problems appear to have been overcome and
a critical evaluation of a large number of samples is
expected to be performed soon. These regulators are the
most prominent item on the critical path list for the design
and construction of readout boards.
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output is split into three shaping amplifiers with different gains and analog (switched capacitor) memories, and then digitized with 12 bit
resolution. Data are transferred from the detector via one optical link for every 128 signal channels.
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D. Supplying Power at Low Voltage

This is a problem that has received too little attention

in all subsystems. The design plans are either rudimentary
or nonexistent. In some cases, there is an effort to develop
radiation-resistant switching supplies located close to the
readout electronics and supplied at a higher voltage (200-
300 volts) [4]. Supplying a large calorimeter readout with

(typically) 100 kwatt at low voltage (5 volts) from 120
meters away, requires a large amount of copper and cooling

of the supply lines. If one allows a voltage drop of 2 volts,
a minimum of 25 tons of copper dissipating 40 kwatt is

required !
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E. Availability of Semiconductor Technology
and Lack of Resources for Spares

We have to assume that some (or most) of the technologies

of ASICS will not be available throughout the lifetime of the
experiments. This requires careful planning for acquisition
of ASICS, and/or additional wafers for any replacement
maintenance.

V. FUTURE CHALLENGES – “ENERGY AND LUMINOSITY

FRONTIERS”

From recent discussions and studies about future hadron
accelerator developments, two major advances are being
considered. One is a continuing quest for increasing
luminosity – an increase by an order of magnitude at the
LHC is already being contemplated. Considering the
difficulties that had to be overcome, and the time and effort
still being expended in the development of the radiation

hard electronics for the present design luminosity, this will

be a challenge which will require a renewed major R&D
effort.

On a longer time scale, there is also a continuing quest
for higher energies (Snowmass 2001). The dynamic range
required in EM calorimetry at the LHC is just about at the
limit that a front-end amplifier device can accommodate
in linear regime, as discussed in Section 111. A very large
hadron collider (“VLHC”) will require a different approach

to the dynamic range problem than the present designs for
the LHC.

Preamplifier Gain -10

Zf
t 2nd stage

,(t,t$.r-JyY----*

Noise at preamplifier output= 30 WV(Gain -10 to overcome second

stage noise)

Max signal at preamplifier output= 3 V (technology dependent)

Max dynamic range (with respect to rms noise) -105 (or 16-17 bits)

Figure 16. Dynamic range limit for the linear preamplifier is limited by
the ratio of the maximum voltage amplitude at the output divided by
the noise over the bandwidth of interest.
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